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Micro Finance – its impact and difference with deposit
taking organizations:
What is micro finance?
Poor are not accessible to banks, rather they are served by the money lenders paying high rate of
interest and trapped into debt. In this situations, many NGOs both NBFC and Non NBFCs
organizations taking loan from the banks, move forward to support poor people by providing financial
services to their doorstep with low interest and easy terms. This is called micro finance. Now these
organizations are regulated by Reserve Bank of India.

Impact of Micro Finance initiative by MFIs:

•

The poor people now hardly move to money lenders who charges high interest of loan. Poor
people are now can able to have more profit as they are being provided low interest by MFIs.

•

It has not only helped the poor people to come over the poverty line, but also help them to
empower themselves particularly women empowerment is concern.

•

Micro finance program creates access to productive capital for the poor, which together with
human capital, address through education and training.

•

Microfinance also provides credit plus services such as: - health, education etc.

Difference with Microfinance Institutions and so called money deposit taking
organization:
Micro Finance Institutions provide credit support to poor people to come over the poverty line
and help them to empower themselves. They never collect any deposit from people under any
scheme.
• On the other hand deposit taking organizations or so called chit fund organization collects
money from the people under prescribed schemes.
• The MFIs faces high credit risks with high transaction and service cost but deposit taking
organization do not faces any credit risk as they only deposit or collect money from the market
under various financial products based attractive and unrealistic schemes through agent.
• The MFIs are the Creditor and People are Debtor when Deposit Taking Organizations are
Debtor and People are Creditor.
•
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AMFI-WB
Annual Report – 2012-2013
Message from President of AMFI-WB……
It is a great pleasure to you to present the second Annual Report of Association
of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal and I hope that you will find the
report informative and something that will motivate you in your Endeavour.
AMFI – WB is in operation since 2006 but the legal christening was done in the
year 2010. AMFI has played a significant role in many areas after the incident at
Andhra Pradesh. In field level, recovery of loan was handled in a careful manner
by all the member organizations. Founded as a self regulatory organization and
registered as a public charitable trust on 30th December 2010, AMFI - WB brings under its umbrella a
community of Microfinance organizations having their operations in the State of West Bengal. The
membership strength has been increasing over the years as more and more MFIs have joined making
the number 25. Two new members have joined AMFI-WB during this reporting period and many more
are approaching to become member of this association. Therefore, increase in the number of Members
in the Association is one of the prime efforts during this period so that our objective is achieved to
reach out to more number of MFIs.
AMFI – WB has taken the initiative to hold district level coordination meeting in different districts. So
far, 5 districts i.e. Howrah, North and South 24 Parganas, Hooghly and Nadia has been covered under
the process with the objectives of establishing effective and meaningful coordination and cooperation
among the members of AMFI-WB in District level, understand the issues of district in order to
smoothly implement the activities, assess the external threat being faced by the MFIs branches/centres
and how we can combat the situation in a collective manner etc. and so on.
A great effort made during this reporting period was to meet District Magistrate, Additional District
Magistrate of different districts. The main objective of meeting the district authorities was to share
about AMFI-WB and their members, provide the data of AMFI-WB particularly to provide the
registration and banking support details of members, and make them understand that AMFI-WB
members are providing loan to the poor women in compliance with the RBI guidelines and code of
conduct and are not collecting money from the market i.e. no savings scheme being undertaken by
member organizations.
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Finally on behalf of the Board of Trustees, I would like to thank all our members, supporters,
stakeholders, Banks for their continuous support. I am also thankful to Sa-Dhan, MFIN and SIDBI for
their support and guidance which has been an impetus to the growth of this Association. I am proud to
be associated with them. Finally heartiest thanks to all the borrowers of our member organizations.
Without their existence, AMFI-WB cannot be materialized. I hope that you will enjoy reading this
report. We will appreciate your feedback for the same.

Sincerely,
Ajit Kumar Maity
President, AMFI-WB
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Secretary’s Note:
The 2nd Annual Report of AMFI-WB is in your hands. Being secretary of
AMFI-WB, I have been closely associated with the proceedings and
engagements of the Association. Taking initiatives to have good governance
practices in the sector and execution of negotiation mandate make the
association unique. Understanding issues related to diverse stake holders so far
have been very enriching experience for us. As a team we are forging ahead
successfully while keeping a balance between mandate of the organization and
relevance of the institution.
During the year 2012-13, AMFI-WB focused on issues related to “Micro Finance Governance” to
improve overall credibility of the Micro Finance Sector. Today the association is reputed as a
networking institution. It facilitates district level MFI Coordination Meeting in different districts where
members are assessed on parameters like compliance with the RBI guidelines and code of conduct.
This initiative has been effective in building cordial relationship among the member organizations.
During the year, AMFI-WB took an initiative to meet State Lead Bank Division (United Bank of
India) and District Lead Bank Managers (LDM) in six districts. The objective of meeting the LDM is
to pursue being allowed to attend district level Coordination Committee meetings which are held under
the leadership of district magistrates. If AMFI-WB gets an opportunity to participate in those meetings,
then issues related to micro finance activities could be shared building a meaningful relationship with
banks and district authorities.
There are certain issues which are becoming increasingly relevant, especially in the current context.
Using credit bureau data to avoid over lending and multiple lending being one of them. There is also a
need to ensure that the cash flow of a poor household is not mismatched, which could be achieved by
adhering to responsible lending practices. It is also essential for the sector to safeguard the clients and
to provide them a platform to voice their grievances. AMFI-WB is already working on these issues and
I hope in future we would be able to play a significant role in progress of the sector.
We appreciate and highly value the constant support demonstrated by our member organizations, SaDhan, MFIN, SIDBI, IFC and all Banks for developing this association in a meaningful way. In this
context I have guided the association to reflect upon the mechanisms needed to strengthen the
coordination among the members through collaborative efforts. I invite suggestions and critique for our
work so as to further strengthen our association.
Sincerely,
Chandra Shekhar Ghosh
Secretary, AMFI-WB
Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal
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Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal

AMFI-WB
Annual Report – 2012-2013
Introduction:

Founded as a self regulatory organization and registered as a public charitable
trust on 30th December 2010, AMFI - WB brings under its umbrella a community of Microfinance
organizations having their operations in the State of West Bengal when the members initiated the
process informally since 2006. The membership strength has been increasing over the years as more
and more MFIs have joined making the number 26.
AMFI - WB aims at initiating a significant change by
empowering the poor, especially women, who are socially
disadvantaged and economically exploited.
AMFI - WB boasts of being ‘a-first-of-its-kind’ initiative
in the State’s collective fraternity of MFI players. It is a
unique effort and has been instrumental for the
enhancement of income generating activities among poor
women through the help of microfinance services in the
State of West Bengal.
AMFI – WB is currently catering to around 45 lakh poor with a work force of around 13,000 who hail
from lower economic background. MFIs in
AMFI – WB provide loan to both the rural and
the urban sector.
Some of the objectives of AMFI – WB are:
• To coordinate with local bodies, NGOs,
Panchayats, National & International Bodies
• To liaise and work in unison with the
relevant regulatory authorities
• To make representations to regulatory
bodies both at State and National level
• To engage in dialogue & make
representations in front of the Government and Non-Government bodies

Perception of Poor as ‘Unbankable’ and Role of MFIs
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Majority of the poor have been excluded from financial services. The bank could not grapple with the
deprived population and dismissed them as ‘unbankable’. They were reluctant to serve the poor, some
of the reasons being:
** High risk ** High cost ** Small loan size ** No collateral ** Irregular income flow ** Preconceived notion about poor.
Thus, the marriage of daughter or sudden health problems or demise in the family or natural disasters
led to the requirement of money resulting in the creation of bonded laborers. These laborers for
generations continue serving the landlords/ money lenders who are never likely to return their assets.
But with the revolution of microfinance, an ingenious model of doorstep credit services led the MFI’s
to reach out to such people in need.
A summary of the consolidated performance of AMFI – WB is published below:
•

PARTICULARS

MARCH 2013

No. Of branches
No. Of borrowers

1713
3531877

Loan outstanding

3123.70 Crore

No. Of staff

11717

On time repayment rate

99.00 %

Number of District Covered in West Bengal

19

Number of Block covered in West Bengal

294

Number of Municipality Covered in West Bengal

121

(Data based on 21 member organizations)
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Mr. S. Ramakrishnan, GM, SIDBI sharing his Inaugural Speech in TOT Program

AMFI-WB Members in a meeting with IFAD and SIDBI

Major initiatives taken during the reporting period:
AMFI-WB Meet:
The AMFI-WB members meet seven times as general meeting
and Core Committee Members meet 5 times including two times
meeting through tele conference times during the period. The
meeting focuses on proposed state conclave to be organized by
jointly AMFI-WB and Bharat Chamber of Commerce, strategy for
district level MFI coordination meet, leaflet publication both
Bengali and English, field level operational issues and common
Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal
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consensus among the issues, participating state conclave on Corporate Governance as AMFI-WB as a
whole, new membership of AMFI-WB, future action plan etc. and so on.
‘Training of Trainers’ Training (TOT):
From 16th till 19th December 2012 took place at Bandhan School of Development Management.
Eminent personalities like Mr. S. Ramakrishnan, G.M, SIDBI and Mr. S. Padmanabhan, CGM,
NABARD inaugurated the event on 16th December 2012. Mr. Zaminduzzaman, International trainer
from Bangladesh, who would be providing the training for these four days, was welcomed. Twenty
trainees from twelve microfinance organizations participated in the training. The purpose behind
organizing the training is to equip the participants with the methods required for TOT course which
will help them to visit mainly the training cycle, TNA, facilitation skill, successful module
development competently and professionally as well so that the participants are able to facilitate the
training courses effectively following the module for better training in their organization which will
help the entire microfinance sector. This trainee group was also considered by the leaders as a pioneer
group and refresh training was felt to be given after six months.
MAJOR FOCUS of TOT:
The main reason for this training program is to upgrade the capacities of training professionals for
determining, designing, delivering and discerning participatory and competency-based training by
applying the principles of adult education and experiential learning.
This module outlines a training course on the fundamentals of education, adult learning and functional
training skills, and also demonstration on session facilitation. As a whole, the training sessions will
provide the participants with:
** A theoretical framework of Adult Learning ** Concept of Training Cycle ** Concept on TNA,
Module development and Training methodology ** Exposure to key functional delivery skills of
facilitation ** Opportunities to apply and practice the skills.
Most sessions were built upon the four components of the experiential learning cycle: experience,
reflection, generalization, and application. The
experience is an exercise or participatory
presentation in which information is presented for
discussion and learning. Reflection helps
participants think about, analyze new information,
and develop their own ideas and thinking about a
topic. Generalization allows participants to draw
broad conclusions and lessons learned about the new
information. Application enables them to visualize
how they may apply their new knowledge and/or
skills at their workplace in the future.
TRAINING METHODOLOGY: The methods
of the TOT Training Program are chosen to make the
Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal
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discussion interactive and meaningful. Diverse methodologies are used to break the monotony and to
ensure the full engagement of participants.
A wide range of participants centered methodologies namely structured experience; role-play,
simulations and case study are deliberately included to make the experiences of the participants shared
with others.
In order to emphasize the clear understanding on the conceptual issues brain storming, lecture, lecture
discussion, group discussion, panel discussion and expert opinions are organized.
Moreover, sensitivity analysis, self exercise and pair learning has been integrated in the training
methodologies. Group and individual assignments are important elements for developing personal
skills.
The basic principles of using above-mentioned participatory methods are based on acknowledging
people’s capacity, experiences and full engagement of participants.
On completion of the course the participants would be able to:
01. Identify the characteristics of education, training, adult learning and learning style
02. Explain the concept of training needs assessment
03. Write objectives and lesson plan
04. Analyze the steps for designing a training course
05. Describe commonly used participatory training methods/techniques
06. Explain the process to handle different types of participants in the training sessions
07. Analyze the importance to use visual and audiovisual training aids
08. Explain effective techniques for facilitation of training sessions
09. Describe the process of training evaluation in the training sessions
10. Narrate the roles and responsibilities of a trainer by applying skills at every levels of training
cycle.

District level MFI coordination meeting:
AMFI – WB has taken the initiative to hold district level coordination meeting in different districts. So
far, 5 districts i.e. Howrah, North and South 24 Parganas, Hooghly and Nadia have been covered under
the process with the objectives:
 To establish effective and meaningful coordination and cooperation among the members of AMFIWB in District level.
 To understand the issues of district in order to smooth implementation of the activities.
 To assess the external threat being faced by the MFIs branches/centre and how we can combat the
situation in collective manner.
 To select an MFI/Organization to take a lead role for the district for coordination on behalf of
AMFI-WB
 To discuss about credit Plus activities of the member organization and if possible initiate some
collective effort in the district.
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 To prepare a joint action plan on increase relationship with different stakeholders like – District
administration, Municipal Corporation, Panchayat, Politicians, economist, bankers, press and
medias etc. and so on. Find a suitable date for district level stakeholders meet for District.
Major Agenda of the meeting:
 Expectation from the participants of the meeting
 Sharing by MFI Heads/second line leaders on critical district level micro finance issues.
 Sharing by the grass root participants as individual organization on field based problems. How
we can combat the external threat in joint cooperative manner.
 Discussion on credit plus initiatives by individual organization. Possibilities of joint program
initiatives particularly in areas where many MFIs are working together.
 Discussion of need of lead MFI in the district. If so, then select the lead MFI with certain
timeline.
 Preparation of district level joint action plan of AMFI-WB.
The major outcomes of those meeting are as follows:
 The meeting focused on the expectations of the participants which ranged from correct
submission of credit bureau information to OD borrowers, need of training regarding RBI
guideline by the branch managers. The meeting sought to bring about coordination among the
MFIs working in respective Districts.
 A strategic planning on the distribution of Bengali Pamphlets was discussed and a detailed
schedule was prepared: Other
issues like development of a
separate pamphlet on chit fund
was also proposed and
discussed.
 Need
of
strengthen
Coordination among the
MFIs in local areas or same
region where number of MFIs
are functioning that leads to
difficulty in dealing with local
problems.
Importance
of
Credit Officers Coordination
Meeting/Block Level Coordination Meeting needs to be held for better coordination.
 Credit awareness among borrowers is essential as in certain cases borrowers are a concern of
MFIs
 Data sharing in Credit Bureau: Sharing data in Credit Bureau is serous and big concern of
district level coordination. It was felt in the meeting that every MFI should provide regular data
Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal
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to concern credit bureau. It was also felt that MFIs should provide correct and proper data so
that other MFIs while searching data should not be confused nor faced any problem. It was also
discussed in those meeting that every MFIs should follow the for two MFI provisions for
multiple lending and not exceeding Rs. 50, 000.00 loan limits for single borrower as per RBI
guidelines. Therefore, it was suggested by AMFI-WB that MFIs should provide correct and
complete data to Credit Bureau on a regular basis
The discussion held on OD Borrowers policy. It was felt that MFIs who are providing loans
more than Rs.15000.00 should follow the recovery strategy within one year.
Communication among the MFIs in field level: it was felt that the field level staff of
different member organizations should have well defined and warm communication and a
positive view towards other MFIs.
Donation/Chanda issue:
following policy/strategy/steps need to be taken jointly by the
MFI members:
o Each MFI should meet with each borrower Group and share the matter with borrowers so
that group members are aware about our efforts and intentions.
o MFIs of concerned local area will meet jointly with local club/religious body/political
leaders or party (those who asked for donation) the Branch Managers and upper level staff
will try to motivate them for reducing the donation limit or any other strategy to be decided
by the MFIs
o Meet/negotiation with local
administration by AMFIWB vis-a-viz District Level
Coordination Committee if
first two strategies fail
 Multiple Lending: It was told
by the participants that it is a
concern of discussion. It was
felt that all the MFIs should
follow the RBI guidelines and
prescribed code of conduct in
that regards.
Awareness of RBI guidelines should be there among field staffs.
Block/District level stakeholder awareness needs to be maintained. Coordination among all
stakeholders in MFI sector is essential to make further progress
AMFI – WB needs to have its own rules and regulations which all the MFIs need to follow.
Staff motivation program and trainings need to be conducted
OD customer policy – common policy for Overdue (OD) customers needs to be maintained
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 A single MFI will not be able to fight any external threats in case of non coordination among
MFIs, therefore, good coordination is needed in local as well as district level

AMFI – WB met the District Magistrates, ADMs of Howrah, Hooghly, North & South 24
Parganas, Nadia and Murshidabad district. AMFI – WB personnel explained theses dignitaries
regarding functioning of MFI’s in West Bengal in brief and also regarding the Association. They have
also informed regarding District Coordination Meetings and have invited them to attend the District
level Stakeholders Meetings which would be taking place soon. The DMs have agreed to the
invitations given by AMFI – WB. AMFI – WB has also sent out greeting cards along with the Bengali
Pamphlet to the District Magistrates and Superintendents of Police of all the districts in the state of
West Bengal.

Bengali Pamphlet:

The said pamphlet has prepared with the help of entire MFIs and printed
20000 copies initially to distribute to 25 organizations so that they can distribute to different
stakeholders including Govt. officers, elected members including panchayat and Municipality, Political
Party, teachers, police deptt., local club for general awareness about MFIs and eradicate misconception
and myth about MFIs. However, the distribution process already been started. So far nearly 18000
Bengali Pamphlet have been distributed to the member organizations.

Formation of District level Lead Organization: AMFI-WB has decided to have Lead
organization for each district to carry out AMFI-WB activities in district level in order to strengthen
district level coordination. Accordingly, following organization got the responsibilities of different
districts:
NAME OF THE DISTRICT
Hooghly

LEAD ORGANIZATION

Dakshin Dinajpur

Sarala Women Welfare Society
Ujjivan Financial Services Pvt. Ltd
Sahara Utsarga Welfare Society
Sarala Women Welfare Society
Sahara Utsarga Welfare Society

Uttar Dinajpur

Seba Rahara

Jalpaiguri

Belghoria Janakalyan Samity
SKS Microfinance Ltd.
Village Financial Services Private Ltd.
Liberal Association for Movement of People
Village Financial Services Private Ltd.
Bandhan Financial Services Pvt. Ltd.
Arohan Financial Services Private Limited

Bardhaman
Murshidabad
Malda

Darjelling
Coochbehar
Bankura
Howrah
North 24 Parganas
South 24 Parganas
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NAME OF THE DISTRICT
Nadia

LEAD ORGANIZATION

Society for Model Gram Bikash Kendra

Other districts gradually will be finalized

AMFI-WB website modification:

AMFI – WB website have been modified after the
suggestions taken from the members. However, the new modified website will have self regulatory
admin page for monthly editing and update/addition of data and information. The website also
enriched with Govt. circulars on microfinance issues, publications, photo galley and data based
information of AMFI-WB. The Website is: www.amfi-wb.org

New Membership:

AMFI-WB took an initiative to enhance its membership and thus
AMFI-WB has approached HDFC and also L & T Finance and few MFIs approached to AMFI-WB to
gain its membership. Accordingly, Barasat Anwesan and L & T becomes the member of AMFI-WB.

Participation of state conclave
on Corporate Governance:
The AMFI-WB facilitated the
process of sending a number of
participants and representation to
participate State level conference on
“Corporate Governance” organized
by Indian Chamber of Commerce
that held on 16th of February 2013 at
Hotel Hindusthan Park. A total
number of 33 participants from 16
Micro
Finance
organizations
participated 12 participants from 7
organizations from NAM i.e. Association of NGO – MFIs, also participated under the AMFI – WB
banner in this conference. The Deputy Governor of RBI, Dr. K. C. Chakraborty was the chief
guest. AMFI – WB presented a memorandum through the hands of Mr. Chandra Shekhar Ghosh,
Secretary, AMFI – WB, to Dr. K. C. Chakraborty. Mr. Chandra Shekhar Ghosh, Mr. Shubhankar
Sengupta, Vice President, AMFI- WB and CEO, Arohan Financial Services Pvt. Ltd. and Mr. Kuldip
Maity, MD, VFSPL, were panelists in different segments who spoke highlighting the positive parts of
the sector. Especially, Mr. Shubhankar Sengupta, spoke regarding the benefits of having associations
like MFIN, Sa-dhan and AMFI – WB in our industry who are working for the betterment of the sector.
VFSPL and BFSPL, the former being the title sponsor and the latter being the supporter, had put up
their stalls in the conference.
Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal
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AMFI-WB Meeting with IFAD and SIDBI:
A meeting held with IFAD and SIDBI on 3rd of November 2012 at AMFI-WB/VFSPL Conference
Hall where Ms. Oanh Nguyen, Evaluation Research Analyst, Independent Office of Evaluation, Rome,
IFAD. Mr. CS Reddy, CEO & MD, APMAS, Hyderabad, AP. and Anisha Pal, Manager, SIDBI,
Kolkata were present. On the other hand, 20 leaders and personnel participated on behalf of AMFI-WB
member organizations. The basic objective of the meeting was to share the evaluation report of IFAD
supported projects through SIDBI to different MFIs.

AMFI-WB Meeting in collaboration with Sa-Dhan
A special meeting held on 3rd of October 2012 with Sa-Dhan and AMFI-WB at AMFI-WB/VFSPL
office with the following agenda:
Agenda of the meeting:
• Welcome address by the president of AMFI-WB
• Speech – by Ms. Achala Savyasaachi, Sa-Dhan on different issues like – microfinance bill etc.
• Question-answer session between Sa-Dhan and AMFI-WB members
• Submission of Memorandum by AMFI-WB to Sa-Dhan
Following are the major discussion during the meeting:
 The President of AMFI-WB Mr. Ajit Kumar Maity welcome entire participants including Ms.
Achala Savyasaachi, Sa-Dhan.
 Ms. Achala described about micro finance bill and its present status. She shared that it is still lying
in to Standing Committee of Parliament. She referred Central government initiation to take the bill
forward. She described that due to such changes of ministry, the whole process getting delay. She
is hopeful that the bill should pass comfortably by December 2012.
 Sa-Dhan strongly advocated that RBI regulation should be mandatory.
 She expressed that Sa-Dhan has begun working with bankers for negotiation and continuous
dialogue for supporting MFIs particularly small MFIs. However, it is good that bankers are now
pursuing slowly towards funding MFIs/NGOs. Therefore, the funds are the core content of
discussion with bankers.
 After that, member organizations raised few concern/question to Sa-Dhan which are as follows:
o Small MFIs/NGOs are not getting fund/credit from banks. How Sa-Dhan can help us.
o NBFC and non-NBFC issues raised in the meeting. Sa-Dhan should dialogue continuously
with the concern authority.
o Sa-Dhan should collect information from field about what types of problems the MFIs are
facing particularly small MFIs as well as borrowers. A kind of study/research/assessment is
requiring by the Sa-Dhan in order to get idea of ground reality in West Bengal. Sa-Dhan
Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal
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also should make a ground level study on AP Crisis in order to understand the ground
reality of the crisis.
o Sa-Dhan should facilitate State Level Bankers Meet for motivating bankers to fund to MFIs
both NBFC and Non-NBFCs.
o Sa-Dhan should look after the issue of 50% security deposit imposed by bank for NonNBFC MFIs for credit facility.
o How small MFIs will survive if Micro finance bill gets delay to pass in Parliament.
o What is the perception of Sa-Dhan whether banks feel threat to invest MFIs in West Bengal
 Ms. Achala on behalf of Sa-dhan responded the above stated issues in following manner:
o We are conducting meeting with different bankers in regular basis. We are deeply concern
about small MFIs both NBFC and Non-NBFCs.
o Sa-Dhan has conducted several studies on ground reality or ground issues. Very recently we
have conducted a study in national level where 84 Partners responded well.
o Till the bill comes, all MFIs need to comply with the RBI guidelines in order to follow the
certain parameters i.e. unified code of conduct.
o Sa-Dhan is willing to organize state level bankers meet with the help of State
Chapter/AMFI-WB.
o We need to have good data base of West Bengal before meeting bankers.
 The AMFI-WB submitted the prescribed Memorandum to Sa-Dhan after it was discussed in details
in the plenary. Finally, the said document was handed over to Ms. Achala Savyasaachi, Sa-Dhan
by Ms. Gitanjali Satapati on behalf of AMFI-WB. Ms Achala said that the content side is O.K. and
for financial side, we shall place it to Management, Sa-Dhan.

Annual Picnic:

Annual Picnic held on 13th of January 2013 at School Premises of Barasat Anwesan Office. 14
organizations participated the Annual Picnic with family members.
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Uniqueness of AMFI – WB:
AMFI - WB has been in existence for nearly 8 years now. It was formed to deliver better services
to the poor, thereby helping to improve the quality of their lives. It has been playing a very active
and instrumental role towards the betterment of the sector. Some of the features which
distinguishes West Bengal based MFIs from the other players of the country are highlighted
below:
o The association meets regularly to discuss the problems and progress of the sector in the state
and helps keep co-ordination and competition on healthy track. The same
applies and is duly maintained at the block and district levels.
o Negotiations with Government officials, other stakeholders and the public opinion in favor of
the sector has always been taken.
o In view of the present situation, interest rates have been reduced by all the MFIs as per RBI
guidelines.
o Pivotal role has been played by MFIN in gathering data which has prevented multiple
lending process to be practised.
o 100% code of conduct as prescribed by MFIN and SA-DHAN has been adopted.
o Any form of coercive method of collection from the clients is strictly monitored.
o Due to the above mentioned reasons, no such incidences of suicide has been
reported as of yet in West Bengal.
o Loan-size in the state has been reduced and disbursements are being made in conservative
manner.
o Timely repayments are being made by the borrowers till date.
o Good track record with all the banks are being maintained by the MFIs so far inspite of the
trying times.
o The association provides training for capacity building and development to the staff of the
MFIs
o The association also organises seminars, workshop and has organised four district level
coordination
meeting to build a cohesive, responsive and responsible MFI sector.

MAJOR CONCERN OF CODE OF CONDUCT BEING FOLLOWED
BY AMFI-WB MEMBER ORGANISATIONS
AMFI-WB Member Organizations adheres to the following code of conduct in its
micro-finance operations:


The AMFI-WB Member Organizations provide micro finance to low income customers
irrespective of their race, caste, religion or language.
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The AMFI-WB Member Organizations believe that their customer deserve fair and efficient
microfinance services in a convenient, participatory and timely manner.
The MFIs shall give their customers complete and accurate information and educate them about the
terms of financial services offered by us in a manner that is understandable by them.
The MFIs shall inform our members, in writing (in local vernacular), about the interest rate
charged to them (in a reducing balance method) and other charges including insurance premium
collected and the benefits offered to them under insurance.
Members/borrowers will be given receipts for all the charges and fees levied on them.
Members/borrowers do not have to either mortgage their property (movable or immovable) or give
any collateral for the loans taken.
Apart from loan disbursement all other monetary transactions will take place in group meetings.
The AMFI-WB Member Organizations staff will visit members’ residence or place of business
during group training and group recognition test.
The AMFI-WB Member Organizations staff will not misbehave or use abusive language while
interacting with the customers.
The AMFI-WB Member Organizations staff will not intimidate the members for recovery of dues.
The responsibility of the loan repayment will fall on the group members.
The AMFI-WB Member Organizations staff shall avoid inappropriate occasions such as
bereavement in the family or such other calamitous occasions for making calls/collect dues.
The AMFI-WB Member Organizations discourage multiple lending and will ensure that a single
customer is not lent by more than 2 MFIs and amount of loan to a single customer does not exceed
Rs. 50,000/-.
The AMFI-WB Member Organizations discourage the practice of staff poaching among MFIs and
will follow the guidelines laid down by MFIN in this regard.
The AMFI-WB Member Organizations will set up grievance redressed mechanism. All the
reported complaints/feedback
will be redressed within a time frame of 15 days. Unsolved
complaints will be informed to the management of MFI at regular intervals.

Case Study
Akhtari Begum
Living in the slums and squatter colonies of Park Circus area, Akhtari is
determined to give a very meaningful and sustainable life to her children so that
they become successful in every endeavor in life. Married at the age of 15ys, she
grappled with the household problems, which arose time and again in her marital
existence. Her husband is in the business of making and selling spectacles at his
shop in the market. But the business started facing problems due to lack of funds
and low sale. In Muslim community, a women going out of her household
perimeter is unthinkable and not accepted. But despite such limitations Akhtari wanted to share the
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burden of the finances and help her husband. When she heard about Kalighat Society for Development
Facilitation (KSDF) providing loans to the women from her neighbors who were already KSDF
members, she went and approached them. She initially derived a loan of Rs. 8000/- and bought clothes
from it to sell. Side by side, she also began to sell fruits on a seasonal basis. Now, she sells fruits in the
morning near the Park Circus station and in the evening she travels from door to door and sells clothes.
The money that she derives from these two occupations is used in the repayment of loan installments
and in the growth of her business. She also contributes some amount in her husband’s business. She is
able to send her two sons to an English medium school. She has started buying rare seasoned fruits
with the loan money and better garments for selling. The household income earlier was Rs 2000 per
month, but with Akhtari it has increased to Rs. 10,000 per month. Seeing her, many other women have
taken the first step forward starting their own small businesses and also through it, they help their
families in need by contributing financially.

Kamala Giri
48yrs old Kamala Giri is the sole
earning member of her
small family. All her life she has
been a very hardworking woman.
In
Nimdighi,
Howrah
District, she resides with her
husband who used to make
shuttle cork but now constantly
suffers
from
health
problems and thus can contribute
very less to his family
financially but supports and helps
his wife in her business.
Kamala lost her father at a very
tender age in her childhood
and thereafter their land was
confiscated. Her mother
with her three sons and daughters had to fight for their survival. Her brothers got into the occupation of
making ‘topor’ and ‘mukut’, traditional Bengali headdress worn by man and women for wedding
purpose with thermocol. Kamala also learnt the art of making the products from her brothers and use to
do it as a hobby. At the age of 20, she got married and thus, got entangled in household chores. After
her first daughter’s birth, her husband developed a pain in his waist due to which slowly his health
started deteriorating and his occupation of making shuttle corks got affected as due to unbearable pain,
sitting for too long became impossible. Hoping that her husband’s health would improve with proper
medicines and time, Kamala took him to doctor. But his health did not improve and slowly all the
money started getting drained to meet the expenses of doctors and hospitals. Kamala at that time took
her hobby as a source of income generation and started it as an occupation in a small scale. But as her
second daughter started to grow up, difficulties in meeting the regular expenses became apparent due
to increase in the price of goods, and the fluctuating health of her husband. Thus the requirement of
money became more. Anjali microfinance at that time was trying to spread its tentacles and thus,
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Kamala got introduced into microfinance for the first time and took a loan of Rs 10,000/- . With this
loan she bought raw materials like thermocol, marble papers, chart papers, ribbons, knives which are
used to make ‘topor’ and ‘mukut’ as well as the materials used for decoration during pujas. Now, her
income which previously used to be Rs. 2000 a month, now has become Rs. 2000 per week. Thus, the
growth in her business is the reflection of the tenacious efforts put by her in it. She has been successful
in giving both her daughters marriage in well to do families. Now, she has also kept a laborer to share
her labor. Her husband is extremely proud of his wife and supports her in every way possible. She has
been able to introduce microfinance to her husband’s family and thus, her two daughter-in-laws do
embroidery on sarees and salwar kamiz. Her eyes become moist every time she narrates her story and
expresses her gratitude towards microfinance which has helped her to sustain her livelihood at a time
when all helps had been denied.

Propsperity through Microfinance - Story of Shankari Kundu
Kolkata is the “land of festivals”,
PoiloBasakhi to BhaiPhonta. At most
colourfulsarees and ornaments are the
artistic idols are famous all over the
Elements of the idols, like colour,
produced
by
local,
small
has great potential to grow as a

with 15 celebrated annually, from
festivals beautiful idols with
centre of attraction for all. Bengali
country, as well as abroad.
costumes and ornaments, are
manufacturers. This niche market
cottage industry.

Mrs. ShankariKundu, age 42, is one
of the manufacturers of costumes
for idols. She makes ornaments and
costumes at her home. Shankari
got married at an early age when her
husband, in service, earned a
minimal salary. Dependent on such a
low income, the family found it
difficult to live according to the
lifestyle they desired. As a
solution, Shankari decided in 2008 to join Ujjivan via the Subhashgram Branch in Kolkata. She took a
business loan of Rs.8000/- to support the personal business she launched between 2003 - 2004. She
wished to take on - and grow - the family business of manufacturing costumes for idols.
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Starting out with a mere 2 metres of cloth, Shankari could make just a few sets of costumes. The first
challenge she faced was sales. To ascertain demand, she sent her husband to the street to sell the
product in front of a daily market. Gradually, with lots of effort and dedication, the couple started
seeing results. Shankari’s products are now well received and, day by day, demand increases. With
activity
flourishing,
volume has increased to a level
that allows Shankari to
buy her raw materials at
wholesale rates. She is a
familiar face at Bara Bazaar,
India’s largest wholesale
market. With her final products
she returns to Bara
Bazaar, in addition to the
Kalighat
and
Garia
Markets to sell her inventory as
part of the high-volume
wholesale trade. (*Kolkata
Cultural Note of Interest:
Kalighat
is
a
popular
destination for pilgrims,
as it is home to the “Ma Kali
Temple”, one of India’s
well-known devotional sites).
Shankari works yearround filling large orders of her
basic product line, as well as customized products to meet unique market needs. She plans to expand
her territory by exporting to Assam. Today, she is working with 8 to 10 Than (1 Than = 20 – 22
metres) of cloth per week, though to meet actual demand she requires much more. With the services of
Ujjivan, Shankari has gradually purchased 4 motor double sewing machines and has employed 10
permanent female workers, 2 of which are dedicated soley to packaging. Clients now come and call
directly on Shankari at her home, reflecting her value in the marketplace. Her dream is to soon design
a sophisticated, commercial “Workshop” within the house, to further increase business, while adding
the capacity to monitor transactions in a truly professional manner.
As a successful, returning customer, Shankari last year received a Business loan of Rs.25,000/- from
Ujjivan. This year, after closing that Group Loan, she plans to solicit a larger, Individual Business
Loan. Through her hard work and commitment, and a partnership with Ujjivan, Shankari is a powerful
example of a woman determined to “Build a Better Life.”
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Collage of Newspaper coverage) – Half page
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AMFI – WB MEMBERS:
S.
NO
1
2

Name of
Organization
Anjali
Microfinance
Arohan Financial
Services Private
Limited
ASA Int. India
Microfinance Pvt.
Ltd.
ASMITHA

Name of the
Head of the
Organization
John Mayne

Designati
on
MD

E-mail Address

CD 310, Sector - 1, Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 700064
johnm@anjalimfi.com, 033-24353578
195/1,Rajdanga. Chakrabortipara, Kasba, Kolkata-700107
shubhankar.sengupta@arohan.in, 033-40156000

Shubhankar
Sengupta

CEO

Md. Tajul Islam

MD

IB -163,Sec-III. Salt Lake-106
tajul.bd@asa-international.com. 033-23588518

Vidya Sravanthi

CMD

Chandra
Shekhar Ghosh
Shyamal Roy
Chowdhury

CMD

6

Bandhan Financial
Services Pvt. Ltd.
Barasat Anweshan

7

Barasat Sampark

P. K. Biswas

8

BASIX

Vijay Mahajan

9

Belghoria
Janakalyan Samity
Dhosa
Chandaneshwar
Bratyajana Samity
Society for Model
Gram Bikash
Kendra
Kotalipara
Development
Society
Kalighat Society
for Development
Facilitation
Liberal Association
for Movement of
People
L & T Finance

Biswajit Das

CEO &
Chairman
CEO

Animesh Naiya

CEO

G. C. Modak

Secretary

1-8-438 & 364, 7th Floor, Splendid Towers, Huda Road,
Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
aml@asmithamicrofin.com,
DN - 32, Sector - V, Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 9,
info@bandhanmf.com, 033-66090909
Rabindra Nagar, Noapara, Barasat,
Kolkata – 700125
barasatanweshan@rediffmail.com, 033-25426137
Murali, Bamangachi, Dist: North 24 Parganas, Barasat
Kolkata. samparkmf@yahoo.co.in, 9830496859
Surabhi Arcade, 3rd Floor, Troop Bazar, Bank Street, Koti,
Hyderabad – 500001. info@basixindia.com,
AE-592,Sec-1,Salt Lake,
Kol – 7. janakalyans@yahoo.co.in, 40077635
Vill & Post - Dakhin Barasat, Ps – Jaynagar, District: South
24 Parganas, West Bengal: 743372
dcbsmfi@gmail.com, 03218-223642. 03218-223642
107, Jodhpur Park, Ground Floor, Kolkata-68.
grambikash@rediffmail.com. 033-65299413

G. C. Baidya

CEO

Shanta Nir,Arabindo Pally, Pioneer Park, Noapara, Barasat,
Kolkata – 124 kotaliparads@yahoo.co.in. 033-25241414

Gitanjali
Satapathy

Secretary

57/A,Gurupada Halder Road, Kolkata – 700026.
ksdf_mm@yahoo.co.in. 033-24190114

Malay
Deewanji

General
Secretary

66, Surya Sen Street, Kolkata - 700009
lampmfldp@yahoo.co.in, 033-24416080

Phukan
Chandan

RM East

2 Upper Wood Street, Kolkata-700016

16

SKS Microfinance
Ltd

Haider Ali
Khan

17

Sahara Utsarga
Welfare Society

Sudipto
Banerjee

Zonal
Manager East
CEO

3

4

5

10

11

12

13

14

15

Founder
Secretary
& CEO
Secretary

chandanPhukan@ltfinance.com, 033-66097735
#2-3-578/1, Maruti Mansion, Kachi Colony, Nallagutta,
Minister Road, Secunderabad - 500 003
haiderali.k@sksindia.com, 033-25340820
10/9, Chiner Park, Rajarhat, Gopalngar, Kolkata – 700059
sahara.utsarga@gmail.com. 033-25700051
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S.
NO
18

Name of
Organization

19

Sarala Women
Welfare Society
Sahayata

20

Name of the
Head of the
Organization
Pranab Rakshit

Designati
on
CEO
RM - East

Seba Rahara

Syed Raza
Kazim
Subroto Ghosh

21

SHARE

Udaiya Kumar

CMD

22

Uttarayan Financial
Services Pvt. Ltd.
Ujjivan Financial
Services Pvt. Ltd
Village Financial
Services Private
Ltd.
Village Welfare
Society

Kartick Biswas

MD

Rajat Singh
Kuldip Maity

COO East
MD

Ajit Kr. Maity

CEO

Agradut Pally
Unnyan Samity

Umasankar
Sankar
Mukherjee

Secretary

23
24

25

26

Secretary

E-mail Address

4/2/3,Dino Master Lane, Shibpur Howrah-711103
Pranabrakshit@yahoo.co.in. 033-26785925
Flat 303.III Floor, Mahaveer Complex, 5C,Madhuban,
Udaipur, Rajasthan. syed.raza@sahayata.co.in
House of Chaden Dhawal, Dakhin Pally, Canal Side Road,
Kharda, Kolkata: 118. seba_rahara@yahoo.co.in. 03365486901
1-8-437-445, 7th Floor, Splendid Towers, Huda Road,
Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016
sml@sharemicrofin.com
Sahara Banerjee Para,P.O Michael Nagar,1st Sarani,
Kolkata-133. uttrayanfinancial@yahoo.in. 033-25670024
4, 4th Floor, Chandni Chowk Street, Chandni Chowk,
Kolkata – 700072. rajat.singh@ujjivan.com. 033-40412121
Village Tower, F-15,Geetanjali Park, 18/3A,Kumud Ghosal
Road, Ariadaha, Kolkata – 700057.
kuldipmaity@rediffmail.com. 033-25421801
Village Tower, F-15,Geetanjali Park, 18/3A,Kumud Ghosal
Road, Ariadaha, Kolkata - 700057.
vws@village.net.in. 033-25675745
Vill. + P.O. – Gaza, P.S. Udaynarayanpur, Howrah –
711226, Ph. – 033-25675745

*** Communication and Contact details AMFI-WB:
Reg. Office : EC – 76, Sector – I, Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 700064, West Bengal
Coordination Office: Village Tower, F-15, Geetanjali Park, 18/3/, Kumud Ghosal Road, Ariadaha,
Kolkata – 700057, West Bengal India. Phone :
+91 33 25440070, Fax:+91 33, 25443240. E-mail
:

info@amfi-wb.org, Website : www.amfi-wb.org
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Description through Photos
AMFI- WB Members Meeting

Training of Trainers (TOT)
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District level MFI Coordination Meeting

AMFI-WB Meet with IFAD and SIDBI
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Annual Picnic

Participation of state conclave on Corporate Governance: Organized by ICC that
held on 16th of February 2013 in Kolkata
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Success of Borrowers – a process of women empowerment
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